Sub: - Road side plantation under CRF works.

In compliance to Hon'ble Chief Minister, Rajasthan dream project, 'Green Rajasthan', it is directed to include roadside plantation as an essential item for all upcoming and future CRF projects. Following guidelines must be strictly observed for plantation:

1. Provision for at least one row of plants on both sides of the roads must be incorporated in the G- schedules/estimates/project reports. Trees must be planted at 10m spacing at the edge of the Right Of Way (ROW). The item must include the works of plantation, tree guards, watering and maintenance of the trees up to defect liability period.

2. Species of plants must be of long lasting, shady trees. Plants like Neem, Peepal, Gooler, Jamun, Jimli etc. must be considered. Plantation must be done by bigger plants of at least two years of age and height more than 1.5m.

3. Completion certificate must be issued only after the completion of plantation items. Plantation must be physically verified by concerned Superintending Engineer, before issuing completion certificate of the project.

4. Proper maintenance of plants must be ensured by regular inspection. Mortality must be replaced by similar species/size plants in every planting season during DLP and it should be certified by Superintending Engineer.

5. Proper safety arrangement like tree guards, fencing must also be provided as per site requirement.

6. Provisions for Road Boundary stones as per IRC-25:1967 must also be incorporated in the project in order to ensure and protect the ROW. Road Boundary stones shall be fixed on either side of the road land opposite every 200 m stone and Kilometer stone. In addition to these shall be fixed at all angular points of the boundary. Where the boundary is on a curve or the land is costly and likely to be encroached upon, these shall be planted closer as necessary in each case.

Copy to following for information and necessary action please:

1. P.S. to Hon'ble Minister, Public works, Rajasthan, Jaipur
2. Pr. Secretary, PWD, Rajasthan, Jaipur
3. Secretary, PWU, Rajasthan, Jaipur
4. Chief Engineer & Addl. Secy, PWD, Jaipur
5. Chief Engineer, PMGSY / Buildings / S.S.
6. MD, RSRDCC, Jaipur
7. Addl. Chief Engineer, PWD Zone ----------------- (All)
8. The Superintending Engineer, PWD Circle, -------------- (All)
9. Executive Engineer, PWD Dn.------------------- (All).
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